
Room 206 School Supply List 
 
 
Dear Parents/Guardians and Students: 
 
 Following are the supplies your child will be expected to have in 
class: 
 

 A purple or yellow single spiral three-subject (ONLY) STAPLES or 
MEAD notebook (with pockets) that has both the front and back 
covers decorated with pictures, photos, decorations, and 
illustrations that are related to words and the ways words are used 
(be creative). Please label it with the student’s name and label it 
Language Arts. This book could be covered with clear contact paper 
to preserve the decorated covers. Please remember that this should 
be letter-sized and three subjects only. This book will be used for 
spelling, vocabulary, and grammar. 

 

 A green single spiral three-subject (ONLY) STAPLES or MEAD 
notebook (with pockets) that has both the front and back covers 
decorated with pictures, photos, decorations, and illustrations that 
display things related to science (animals, plants, planets, magnets, 
etc.) Please label it with the student’s name and label it Science 
Inquiry. This book could be covered with clear contact paper to 
preserve the decorated covers. Please remember that this should be 
letter-sized and three subjects only. This book will be used for 
science. 

 

 A red single spiral three-subject (ONLY) STAPLES or MEAD 
notebook (with pockets) that has both the front and back covers 
decorated with pictures or photos of the student’s favorite books 
they read in third grade. Please label it with the student’s name and 
label it Reader's Workshop. This book could be covered with clear 
contact paper to preserve the decorated covers. Please remember 
that this should be letter-sized and three subjects only. This book 
will be used for Reader’s Workshop. 

 

 A blue single spiral three-subject (ONLY) STAPLES or MEAD 
notebook (with pockets) that has both the front and back covers 
decorated with pictures, photos, decorations, and illustrations that 
display things related to math. Please label it with the student’s 
name and label it Math. This book could be covered with clear 
contact paper to preserve the decorated covers. This book will be 
used for math. 

 

 A schoolbag large enough to hold very large library books 
 

 $6.50 towards a year’s subscription to PA Studies Weekly, a 
newspaper we will use as a part of our Social Studies curriculum 

 



 4 Sharpened #2 pencils with good erasers DAILY (NO MECHANICAL 
PENCILS PLEASE!!!) 

 

 1 pack of black, thin, Expo-brand dry-erase markers (Expo 
works best on our dry-erase slates) 

 

 At least 2 fine-point Sharpie markers (black) 
 

 1 pack of Sharpie brand liquid highlighters 
          (10-pack assorted colors) for color-coding in notes 

 

 1 box of tissues for the classroom (community supplies) 
 

 A package of Scotch tape rolls for desktop tape dispensers (each table receives a 
tape dispenser to use) 

 1 pack of white 3 x 5 ruled index cards  

 

Please do not buy supplies at the dollar store as these 
supplies tend to fall apart easily and not work well. 

 
I supply all folders, scissors, glue, crayons, markers, colored pencils, pencil 

sharpeners, and rulers. Please do not send in any of these items or a pencil 
case/box as they will be sent home. I have containers for the community 
supplies that I supply for the students and we work diligently at keeping 
our desks neat and organized. 

 
It is important that you have art supplies at home for projects/homework 

assigned at home (including markers, crayons, colored pencils, ruler [both 
inches and centimeters], and protractor.) 

 
Please be sure that all textbooks are covered and labeled with subject, student 

name, and room number. Also, please label all important items your child 
brings to school (lunchbox, book bag, etc.). 

 
Thank you for your cooperation and support!! 

 


